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Kankuro naruto shippuden

Kankuro is a Shinobi of Sunagakure and the second elder of the Three Brothers and Sisters of Sable. While he was initially terrified of his younger brother, Kanku would come to believe in himself and his dream of becoming the Kazekage as their father before them and would become one of Gaara's most loyal protectors, confidants and
bodyguards. Kankur background as a child. Karura's second child was born and the fourth Kazekage was born: Rasa. Although it is customary for close relations with a Kage to be a jinchuriki, neither he nor his sister Temari were compatible with Tail One. In the anime, when Shukaku went wild in Sunagakure, a young Kankuro asked the
villagers to escape. When his father arrived, He noted that his younger brother was a monster. He later confronted Gaara and asked if he felt remorse for killing his fellow villagers, but was silenced when he threatened to kill him. In the anime, Kankuo mentions that she had already begged Chiyo to train him, although she refused because
she no longer cared to help the future of the village. [8] Personality In Part I, a notable personality trait he showed was an apparent dislike for children, first seen when he tried to beat Konohamaru to run in him. This led to many of his interactions with other characters, as he was noticeably irritated when in the presence of someone
younger than him. This was more evident when he was seen with Gaara, which Kanku was forced to set up because of the fear that his younger brother imposed on him. After Gaara's defeat at the hands of Naruto, Kanku's relationship with Gaara improved considerably in a very short time. In the short time between that and Sasuke's
Recovering Arc, Kanku and Temari no longer expressed fear of being killed by Gaara when they were sent on a mission with him. Kankur was shown to be the type to avoid unnecessary fights. This was shown during the Forest of Death, where he stated that if Shigure's team had the same parchment as them, the fighting is useless. He
added that he did not want to be stuck in the forest with Gaara because he often fought unnecessarily for the sole purpose of satisfying his bloodlust. During the mission to help sasuke recover, Kanku was very proud of his village, saying that they are not as sweet as konoha ninja. Kankuro can also be realistic at times, not only when
Gaara wanted to start working with other ninjas, but also when he was the first to abandon Sasuke because of Naruto's failure to convince Sasuke and his connection with Akastuki. Kankuro works on his puppets. Despite their apparent differences, Gaara and Kankur very close over time jump, as Gaara began to confide in Kankur, and
shared his dreams of wanting to risk his life to protect Sunagakure. In combination with the fact that especially that of an older brother, Kanku became very protective of Gaara, angry at anyone who insulted Gaara in his presence. When Gaara was captured by Akatsuki, Kankus rushed alone to help his brother in an attempt to save him,
and risked his life for him, despite the dangers he posed. When he was incapacitated as a result of the battle with Sasori, he begged Naruto to bring his brother back,[9] and as soon as he had recovered, joined Temari in search of Gaara. At one point, when Kanku was poisoned by Sasori, he was heard whispering Gaara's name even
though he was unconscious, which shows how much he cared about Gaara. Once Gaara is found and rescued, Kanku joins Temari to thank Team 7 for saving his brother. It has also been noted that he likes to collect puppets, and install and upgrade the mechanisms in them. In the anime, seen from his Infinite Tsukuyomi, his greatest
desire is to create the ultimate ninjutsu puppet. Kankuro dreams of creating the ultimate puppet. During the Fourth Shinobi World War, Kankuro revealed signs of being a benevolent leader when he pulled Zaji out of the explosion and protected his group from any danger. He also showed determination in his fight against Deidara, Sasori
and Shin. Kankuro prevents Omoi from overreacting and worrying about winning the war at all costs to protect his family and friends. When Sasori was captured inside Kuroari, Kanku helps Sasori realize his real flaws during his lifetime as a puppeteer, so Sasori entrusts him with his puppets Father and Mother. In the original Japanese,
Kankur speaks with a distinctive yokohama dialect. He can often be heard ending his sentences with -jan. This makes it difficult, as this accent is often used for biker gang members or punk children (called yankii in Japanese, Yokohama would have a lot) in the manga. It is possible that he was given this accent to make it sound different
from the standard Tokyo Japanese Konoha characters. Appearance Kankuro without his hood and facial paint in Part II. In Part I, Kankuro wore a Bunraku puppeteer costume; a black suit, loose, full body with a red and yellow circle on the front. He also wore a black hood that completely covered his head, and had cat ears and his frontal
protector on his forehead. This outfit and subsequent outfits are derived from traditional bunraku puppeteer costumes; bunraku puppeteers usually wear black outfits and hoods so as not to divert attention from their puppets. When he made his first appearance, Kankuro sported for the once a triangular painting for the face, which moves
to a different cross-sectional design from Sasuke's recovery mission to Part II. He also wears gloves and carries his puppets on his back. The first painting on Kankur's face. The second painting for Kankur's face. The third painting on the face of Kankur The fourth painting on Kankur's face. The fifth painting for Kankur's face. The sixth
painting for Kankur's face. In Part II, Kankuro changes its face once again. He also has a new puppet, as well as wearing a black outfit consisting of a long top and pants with a red belt around his waist. He turns out to have brown hair in Part II and when seen without headgear or face-paint, he looks a lot like his father. Her hood changes
later when she is seen again and wears a kimono-style garment. He still carries his puppets on his back, but they are now in parchments. It also sports a new face paint. It now starts with one cheek on the lips and at the end of the other cheek, and another line starting from the top of the upper lip to the bottom of the chin. It looks like he's
forming the letter T. At the beginning of the Fourth Shinobi World War, Kanku wears the standard outfit of a Sunagakure ninja, with his hood, which now has the symbol of allied shinobi forces sewn on it. It has the same facial paint of the sasuke recovery mission, but with wider lines and no line on its nose. Kankuro's abilities skillfully
handle three of his puppets at once. Being one of the children of the Fourth Kazekage who underwent the exhausting training of Sunagakure,[12] Kankuro became a highly skilled and capable shinobi. As a genin, he was able to kill Sakon and Ukon, the strongest members of the Sound Four. Kankur's skills improved considerably over
time, becoming a Jenin and later chosen to lead the Surprise Attack Division during World War 4 Shinobi. He has shown himself to be a competent leader, having his division set up a miniature headquarters before assigning individuals to various roles. In addition, he showed the tactical sense of calling a retreat when he is outdone as well
as attacking accordingly, and synchronizing skills with his teammates for the most appropriate result. Ninjutsu Puppet Mastery Kankur signature Black Secret Technique style puppets. Kankuro is a very talented puppeteer, as Sasori, a renowned master of puppetry technique, has pointed out, complimenting Kanku's abilities despite the
anticipation of all his attacks (although it stems mainly from the fact that he had made Kankur's puppets). He has great skill in both modifying and controlling puppets, and was physically strong enough to carry two puppets on his back in Part I, but in Part II he instead uses rollers to store them. When it was originally introduced, Kankuro
could only use one sometimes. However, in the following years he honed his skills as a puppeteer and became a puppet master himself, able to maneuver more puppets at the same time. He also showed the ability to attach his own chakra sons to another puppeteer, a feat that earned him Sasori's praise. Kankuro uses what he calls the
black secret technique Kurohigi) — a name reminiscent of Chiyo's White Secret Technique (秘技, Shirohigi) and Sasori's Red Secret Technique (⾚秘技, Akahigi) — the latter, which he says has been overtaken by his own style. With each of his appearances in the great arches, Kanku is seen with a new puppet in his arsenal. The four
puppets that were introduced were all originally created by Sasori (the fourth being in fact Sasori himself), and came into possession of Kankuro some time after Sasori left Suna. His first three puppets were destroyed by Sasori at the beginning of Part II. After having his puppets destroyed, he took Sasori's body and the 1 served as a



puppet after his death. During the Fourth World War shinobi, he is seen with previously destroyed puppets, which have been repaired, plus a duplicata of the Kuroari. Later in life, he made and began to wield additional copies of his signature puppets. He could also make his puppets self-destruct in a powerful explosion as a last resort.
Because puppeteers are long-range fighters who rely on their puppets in combat, Kankuro is weak against short-range combat. However, he has developed many ways to escape it: he has shown that he is acting quite deceptively, changing places with his puppets using the body replacement technique, also modifying their appearances
to look like the sister, to escape close combat when an opponent gets too close, while putting his puppets within range of the enemy , allowing Kankuro to catch his enemies off guard and kill them. The puppets of Kankur seem to be designed to work together to a certain extent, as seen when using the technique of black secret One Shot,
where Karasu navigates an opponent in Kuroari's torso. Once trapped, Karasu separates his limbs to reveal a number of concealed weapons, which enter the cracks on Kuroari's body to impale the opponent. Black Secret Technique — Triple Shot Machine is used by Kankur to trap more people and kill them at the same time. In the
anime, Kankuro has also been shown combining the attacks of his puppets to make them more dangerous, as seen when they use the Poison Mist Hell: Hundred Continuous Firing technique, where Karasu covers the area in a smokescreen while Kuroari shoots poisoned needles at the blinded opponent. Kankuro using Sasori's ancient
body. Kankuro's puppet skills are also highly adaptable, as shown by his last puppet, Sasori , which he obtained after Sasori's death and brought several to apply his own style of technical black secret. He holds the coil in his stomach cavity, flamethrowers and blades on his back, plus he installed the mechanism to use mechanical light
shield block on his right arm and modified his left arm to extend. Kankur can use the machine triangles of the Red Secret technique with this puppet. After defeating Sasori in World War 4 Shinobi, the puppet master his Mother and Father Puppets on Kankuro. Kankuro manages to distinguish Chiyo's feelings through his chakra sons. [8]
Other skills It is well versed in terms of nature transformation, as it is able to use wind, lightning, Earth and water release. In the anime, Kanku claims to have resistance to poison, but not enough to withstand the effects of Ibuse's Poison Mist. In the anime, during the Fourth World War Shinobi, his taijutsu was at least good enough to
follow another user of skilled puppets. Statistics Part I Reviews ChinIn Main Article: Shortly after arriving in Konoha for the examinations of Chonin, Kankur and his sister Temari were seen for the first time with the Kakashi, Konohamaru, Moegi and Udon team. Annoyed by Konohamaru who had hit him, Kankuro grabbed him by his scarf
and picked him up in the air. Moments later, Naruto tried to help Konohamaru, but he apparently stumbled upon himself, but in reality it was Kankur's work. He finally dropped konohamaru terrified to the ground after Sasuke threw a stone at him. Even more furious kankuro prepared to fight, but was threatened by Gaara to stop. During the
written part of the examination, intended to test the ability of the examinors to collect information secretly, Kankuro who apologizes for going to the toilet reveals that one of the supervisors was in fact his puppet Karasu disguised. After recovering the answers, Kankuro returned to class just in time before the start of the last part of the
exam. When he returned to his seat, he forwarded the answers to Temari. As examiner Ibiki Morino told Kanku that he hoped his puppet game would be beneficial, Kankur is shocked to realize that the examiner had discovered his plan. During the survival part of the exam, Kanku and his siblings waited near the entrance to the Death
Forest Gate ready to take the exam. From the beginning of the examination, Kankuro thinks that not only must he worry about his enemies, but also about his younger brother who can attack him or even kill him. He was later seen with Gaara who brutally murdered a genin Amegakure team easily. Gaara wanted more blood, he noticed
The Kiba team behind the bushes. Kanku and Temari knew that Gaara intended to kill them. They tried to stop him, but Gaara threatened to kill them if they were on their way. Kankuro was tired of all the trouble they have to go through with him, which is why he approached and grabbed Gaara towards him. He said he was tired of all
these problems and told him to listen to his older brother for once. Gaara watched Kankuro tell him that he did not consider him A brother. They quickly reached the tower being the first there surprising Anko because of the speed with which they arrived. None of the siblings were injured or even scratched because of the great Gaara
possesses. Kankuro fighting Misumi. During the preliminary matches, Kankuro was paired with Misumi Tsurugi. Misumi quickly wrapped himself around Kanku's body, threatening to break Kankur's neck if he did not lose. Kanku refused, so Misumi made good use of his threat by appearing to kill Kankur. Before the match could be called in
Misumi's favor, the Kankuro that Misumi attacked turned out to be Karasu in disguise, while Kankuro hid where Karasu was supposed to be. Kankuro quickly had Karasu taken from Misumi and brutally tightened him, breaking his bones before he could surrender. Misumi survived, but was un fit to fight, and Kankuro was declared the
winner. Later, Kankuro tells his siblings that he will watch the fight from the other side of the stage to get information from Neji. He stood next to Naruto watching the other battles. When Rock Lee faced Gaara, Kanku and Temari were confident in their faces knowing that it would be almost impossible to beat Gaara since he had never
even been scratched before. Rock Lee proved them wrong when he used his five of his eight doors to cause significant damage to Gaara. Kankuro and the other eight passed the preliminary examination and were put on the final examination. Kanku saw that he had to face Shino Aburame. In the anime, during their one-month break from
the final exam, Kankuro was seen with Temari telling him to train for his match. She stated that she did not need it as she was paired with Shikamaru, who was considered weak by her. Baki introduced himself and told the sand brothers and sisters that they have a new mission classified A - involving the destruction of Konoha. Kanku and
Temari wanted to deny the mission because they had close ties to the Konoha, but they had no choice but to do so. Baki also told Kanku and Temari to keep an eye on Gaara so that he would not ruin their new mission. Konoha Crush Main Article: Konoha Crush In the final rounds a month later, Kankuro had to fight Shino Aburame.
Because he was to take part in the invasion of Konoha by Sunagakure, scheduled to begin before his match with Shino, Kankuro equipped Karasu especially for the invasion. When the invasion was delayed and Kanku's battle with Shino was to begin, Kankuro lost, not wanting to reveal Karasu's other characteristics to the people around
him. Kankuro is preparing to fight Shino. When the invasion began, Kanku and Temari escorted a wounded Gaara out of the village. When they found out they were being followed, Kankuro stayed behind to save time. Before he could hire their pursuer, Sasuke Uchiha, Shino arrived to fight him instead, have the battle that was denied in
the final. Sasuke continued to follow Gaara, while Shino and Kankuro began to fight. Kankuro had Karasu begin an immediate assault, but Shino avoided the and, unbeknownst to Kankuro, planted a bug on him. Kankuro then throws a poison bomb at Shino. Shino inhaled some of the toxic gas, but was able to escape and use his insects
to trap and restrain Karasu. Before losing the full use of Karasu, he tried to launch a final attack, only to discover that Shino's insects, guided by the bug placed on him earlier, had found his location and consumed all his chakra. Kankuro was unable to move, but Shino, because of the toxic gas he inhaled, fainted and was unable to finish
it. He was then found by Temari, and together they helped Gaara back to Sunagakure. Gaara, defeated by Naruto, was tired of apologizing to his two siblings. Kankuro, completely shocked, stammered the words of forgiveness. Sasuke Recovery Mission Main Article: Sasuke Recovery Mission Kankur injured Sakon. Kankuro and his
siblings were sent by Sunagakure to help Konoha recover Sasuke Uchiha. Kankuro came to the aid of Kiba Inuzuka and his dog Akamaru, rescuing them from Sakon and Ukon. Ukon tried to kill them, but was arrested by Kanku, who used his Karasu puppet to defend Kiba and Akamaru from the Kunai attack in Ukon. Kiba asks Kankuro
where the others he has perfumed are, and Kankuro tells him that they have continued to help his other friends because they are also in trouble. Kankuro then hires Ukon, but is taken by Sakon, who returns when Ukon does not return. Sakon tries to use his technique of demolishing parasitic demons to merge with Kankur's body, but
Kankuro reveals that Sakon has taken over his new puppet, Kuroari. Kankuro comes out of a pack on his back and impales Sakon with several blades on the puppets' arms. Ukon absorbs his brother and Sakon gets encirquist. After Ukon insults the puppet, Kankuro uses Karasu to lure them into the Kuroari trapping Sakon and Ukon in
Kuroari's belly. He then used his new black secret technique One Shot to plunge several blades of Karasu's arms and legs into specific locations in the Kuroari's body, impaling Ukon and Sakon, killing them. After the end of the battle, with Sasuke gone and almost all the Konoha ninjas hospitalized, but alive, Kanku and his siblings were
seen by Shikamaru Nara. Sunagakure Support Mission Main Article: Sunagakure Support Mission In the anime, Kankuro and his siblings began training several students of the Suna Academy with methods presented by Konoha. Later, one of Gaara's students was abducted by the Four Celestial Symbols, Temari and Kankuo joined him to
save her. Temari was first separated to fight an opponent. Kanku was later separated from Gaara and was seen fighting Ryugan with his two puppets Karasu and Kuroari, but to no avail. However, at a time when all hope seems lost, Kiba, Akamaru and Chiji seem to be providing assistance to Kankur. At first they had trouble coordinating -
- attacking everything at once, but but they were finally able to defeat Ryugan by trapping him in Kankur's Kuroari puppet. With their victory, they were able to help save Gaara and recover Matsuri. During Gaara's fight, he was able to remove Shukaku and return to normal. While not everyone understood why Gaara would not benefit from
Shukaku's power, Kanku explained that Gaara was determined to rely on her own power from now on. As everyone rushed to help Gaara, who fainted a short time later, Kankuro noted Naruto how he finally found someone he could relate to. Interlude Main Article: In the Footsteps of Naruto: The Paths of Friends About two years after
Naruto left Konoha to train with Jiraya, Kankuro joined Gaara in Konoha to discuss a proposal with Tsunade. During her meeting with her and the Konoha Council, Tsunade discussed the idea of organizing an early chenin examination. While it was recognized that much of Suna's improvements since the Fourth Kazekage pass were in
part due to Konoha, Kankuro soon realized that Tsunade had an extra goal. In the end, it was agreed to host the first review in Konoha and the second review in Suna. Later, while Kankuo expressed his displeasure with Gaara, who came to light in order to promote himself as the new Kazekage, Gaara insisted that he had to deal not only
with the Akatsuki, but also with the violent opponents of Suna. [15] Later, Kankuto reported to Tsunade that his village would personally like to survey the second part of the examinations of Chunin because they knew more about the area of their village. He then reported the news to Gaara. Two nights before the start of the second
examination in Suna, Kankuo found an assassin sneaking into the kazekage residence. While Kanku was about to be wounded, Temari intervened and blew the killer far enough away to leave her and her brother unharmed by the explosion. The next day, Kankuro tells his younger brother about recent events and tries again to push
Gaara back from that path. Later, with the first 30 genins who went to Suna, Kanku and the other junin oversaw the start of the second examination. Later, a massive sandstorm approached the demonic desert. Knowing that this storm was far too dangerous for genin, Kanku joined several teams to postpone the exams and save the
participants. [18] With the help of his Sansh-us, Kanku was able to safely transport several genins to safety. After the storm, the reviews of Chonin ended early before starting the final because of the controversy that occurred in the second review, surprising Gaara's move. Instead, Gaara decided that a report on each participant would be
sent to his respective village chief to decide whether he would be promoted. [20] Part II Kazekage Rescue Mission Main article: Kazekage Rescue Mission Kankur confronts Akatsuki. Two and a half years later, Kankur first seen when his younger brother Gaara was fighting Akatsuki member Deidara in an aerial battle. Kankuro was with
other sand shinobi, including Baki, watching the battle. Whenever the Suna-nin lost faith, Kanku was replaying with a positive statement defending Gaara and his strength. At one point, Baki told Kanku that their village might be in danger if Gaara lost control of his tailed beast, but Kankuro, remembering a previous conversation with him,
replied that Gaara would never harm the village no matter what. This statement proved true when Gaara protected her entire village from the deadly attack in Deidara. After the defeat and capture of Gaara by Deidara and Sasori, Kanku followed in a hot pursuit, determined to prevent them from taking his brother. In the anime, Kankuro
was with other Shinobi Suna at first, but one of Sasori's traps killed most of them. Kanku manages to save only two Suna-nin by using his new puppet Sanshuuo as protection against the explosion. He ordered Baki to obtain the medical unit and heal the wounded, leaving Kanku alone from now on. He faced another Sasori trap, but was
easily able to understand it by using the sand of his brothers as a path to follow. To defeat the Akatsuki couple, Kankuro takes his puppets out of their carrying scrolls (Karasu, Kuroari and his new puppet Sanshuuo) to challenge the Akatsuki members. Sasori agreed to fight, but immediately repelled an attack by Karasu, proving to be the
creator of the puppets, thus knowing all their secrets. As their fight went unnoticed in the manga, the animated adaptation explains the circumstances of Kankur's defeat. Although he was able to combine the use of his puppets with great efficiency, Kankuro was unable to circumvent Sasori's defenses. Sasori grabs each of the puppets in
turn, disassembling them, before attacking Kankuro with his poison-coated tail. Kankuro collapsed, but with the last of his forces, was able to have a piece of Karasu snatch part of Sasori's mantle. Sasori left, giving Kankuro three days before the poison killed him. Sakura extracting poison from Kankur's body. Soon after, Team 7 arrived in
Sunagakure to help save Gaara, and while they were there, Sakura Haruno healed Kankur, and created an antidote from the poison still in his system. He then provided Team 7 with the part of Sasori's coat he had taken, which they used to find Gaara. It was shown that he was very irritated that he could not be the one to save Gaara.
After a few episodes, he was seen trying to walk, but he would have fallen if had not gone through his room and caught him. He then attended the meeting with the council and tried to hit a council member for saying that the village would be better off without Gaara, but was arrested by Baki. He was seen again when he was in his room
and a picture of and his brothers and sisters fell and fell and fell, an omen signifying Gaara's death. He then went with Temari to catch up with Team 7, which turned out to be his idea when Temari said his plan had collapsed. When Gaara was found and resuscitated, it was he who explained to Naruto the nucleus of puppets and the
technique used by Chiyo to revive Gaara. He joined Temari in thanking Team 7 for saving his brother and personally thanked Naruto. Past Arc: The Place of Konoha Main Article: Past Arc: The Place of Konoha Five Kage Summit Main Article: Five Kage Summit Kage Kage's bodyguards on the offensive. Kankuro and Temari were chosen
to escort Gaara to the summit of Kage. When Kankuo arrived late, he explained that it had taken him a while to find a new trick and defended himself, adding that Gaara did not even need bodyguards. Once in the Land of Iron and the meeting began, Kanku and Temari were annoyed by the lack of respect that the other Kage showed
Gaara because of his young age, especially the Third Tsuchikage. Later they came to the defense of Gaara during the explosion of the Fourth Raikage and again when White Zetsu appeared. White Zetsu revealed that Sasuke Uchiha was nearby and shortly after the Raikage left to fight Sasuke, the siblings left to join him. The three sand
brothers and sisters face Sasuke. When they arrived, Gaara interrupted the fight between the Raikage and Sasuke so that he could speak with Sasuke. Meanwhile, Kanku and Temari helped some samurai struck by Sasuke's Amaterasu and endured their fiery armor. While Gaara spoke to Sasuke about the hatred in his heart, Kankuro
tells Gaara that he should not let his personality interfere because he is no longer like him and Sasuke is now a criminal worldwide. After Gaara failed to convince Sasuke to change his ways, the Brothers and Sisters of Sable and Darui attacked him with Kankur, using Sasori and his technique red secret technical machinery triangles.
Sasuke, however, survived their aggression and fled, so that the siblings and the Raikage group followed him to the Summit Hall. It was there that he freed Chur, Mifune, Okisuke and Urakaku from White Zetsu's Spore Technique before Tobi's appearance. After explaining his Eye of the Moon Plan, Tobi declared the Fourth World War
Shinobi. The Kage agreed to form a Shinobi Alliance in response. Gaara has the additional task of informing Kakashi Hatake that they had chosen as a suitable representative of Konoha with Danzo fleeing the Summit, of their decision. After the brothers and found Kakashi and told them what had happened, they returned to Sunagakure
to prepare for war. Fourth World War shinobi: confrontation Main article: Fourth World War shinobi: Confrontation Kankuro at the head of the Surprise Attack Division. Kankur is in charge of the Allied Allies' Surprise Attack Division Forces. When Kanku announces his position to his team, Sai approaches him and begins to wonder what
nickname he should give to his captain leaving Kankuo confused. On their way to their location, Omoi, who was contemplating the worst possible results, inquired about Kankur's age. In response, Kankur tells Omoi to focus on success in order to protect his friends and family. They traveled behind enemy lines to set up an ambush; while
the rest of the division executed Kanku's instructions on how to strengthen their position, Kankuro and Kiri reviewed the division's strategy. Muta Aburame quickly fell into their base. Zaji unwisely approached him to help his comrade before Hoheto Hyaga revealed that Muta was trapped by a reincarnated Deidara. Acting quickly, Kankuro
immediately brought Zaji to safety before Muta exploded. Without time to recover, they are then attacked by other allies who have become enemies, Ranka and Tokuma Hyuga, whom Kankuo recognized as the work of a reincarnated Sasori. Kankuro told Deidara. Jumping into battle, after Omoi cut Sasori's puppet ropes attached to
Ranka and Tokuma, Kankuro tied his own sons to those of Sasori hanging to pull Sasori down ordering Ittan to lift the ground at the same time, sending Deidara and Sasori crashing on each other. Kankuro using the Sasori puppet to fight Shin alongside Omoi. While Sasori praised Kankur's improved abilities, Kankuro responded by saying
that his technique of black secret had long since surpassed Sasori's red secret technique. He said it was tired that they would fight once more and that he owed him their last meeting where Sasori poisoned him and left him for dead. He then took his new sasori puppet out of a parchment that surprises Sasori to see his old body. He began
exchanging blows with Sasori, who controlled a reincarnated Shin. During the battle, Hoheto informed his team that Shin also had explosive clay in his stomach in everyone's shock. Kankuro captures Sasori and Deidara. While Deidara ordered shin to explode, Kanku captured Shin in his puppet Sansh-uo, which effectively sealed the
explosion and protected Omoi from the explosion with the mechanical light shield block of the Sasori puppet. When a furious Sai then knocked out Deidara and Sasori, Kankuro summoned two Kuroari puppets and captivated both, then 1999 1999, ensured his Technique of the Black Secret — Machine Triple Shot and empala Sasori with
Karasu and tied Deidara with the cable of the Puppet Sasori. Kankuro informed Sasori that his defeat was the result of his efforts to obtain immortality that in fact he was immortalized by the puppets he created. Moved by his words, Sasori's soul began to leave. As he disintegated, he entrusted his mother and father puppets to Kanku, who
promised that he would pass it on to the next puppeteers when he died. Hanzo, Kimimaro and Chiyo, who congratulated Kankuo on his victory over Sasori, later faced the Surprise Attack Division with a sober Deidara in tow. Knowing that they were outnumbered, Kankus ordered a retreat, but they were pursued and paralyzed by the
Poisonous Mist of Ibuse, but before Hanzo could kill them, Mifune arrived and intercepted his attack. With this, Kankuro and the others are taken to the medical unit for treatment. In the anime, Kankuro and the samurai rested during the night of the first day. Soon after, Deidara escaped from Kuroari and fled with Zetsu. With the help of
Mifune, his samurai and Kurotsuchi, Kankuro chases an escaped Deidara and traps him. Mifune thrusts his sword through Deidara using the electricity of a battery to cancel his explosion, allowing Kanku to retake Deidara in the Kuroari once again. He later came to Mifune's aid, and resumed his fight against a reincarnated Chiyo, using
the puppets Sasori, Mother and Father against her. At this time, Chiyo learns that Kanku has the mother and father puppets alongside the puppet Sasori, his guilt for his inability to save Sasori is brought to light. Kankur tells him that Sasori has entrusted her with her puppets and that she should continue for the next generation of puppet
users. Chiyo finally finds good memories of his grandson, then admits that the puppets are in good hands but continues to invest in him. In the anime, Kanku was present when one of Naruto's clones arrived in time to help him and the Fifth Division. [22] Mocking Deidara while he and Hoheto watch over him and the other reincarnated
shinobi sealed, Kankuro called Deidara a dud because of his threat to explode for a while, although he was unable to do so. Later, he looked in shock as the reincarnation of the unclean world is released thinking at first that Deidara was going to explode. After realizing that the reincarnation of the unclean world is freed, he quickly left to
find Chiyo and say goodbye. Kankur arrives in time to see the process. Although it is sad to see the elderly puppet master leave once again, Chiyo recognizes the skill of the young Suna-nin in the same art, proudly entrusting Kankuro to continue ninjutsu puppets. Kaguya 'tsutsuki' hits the main article: Kaguya 'tsutsuki Strikes Eventually,
the enemy side manages to launch the infinite Tsukuyomi around the world. Kankur was made by so like almost the rest of the world. In the anime, he dreamed of creating the ultimate ninjutsu puppet, which consisted of three giant puppets that merged together. [11] Period The Last: Naruto the Movie Main Article: The Last: Naruto the
Movie Kankur celebrating victory. Two years after the Fourth Shinobi World War, Kankuro, along with Temari and Gaara, took part in against meteorites. After the defeat of Toneri's , he listened to Ino Yamanaka's world show that the planet had been saved by Naruto's team. Konoha Hiden: The Perfect Day for a Wedding Main Article:
Konoha Hiden: The Perfect Day for a Wedding In the anime, Kankuro attends the wedding of Naruto and Hinata. Gaara Hiden: A Sandstorm Mirage Main Article: Gaara Hiden: A Sandstorm Mirage After studying the reports of the autonomous puppets of the 'tsutsuki' clan, Kankur designs a way to use imperceptibly thin chakra strings to
control puppets from afar. With this, he creates the identity of Maizuru, a young and inexperienced member of the team he normally leads. Sometimes Maizuru is a puppet that Kankuro controls. Other times, he disguises himself as Maizuru. Maizuru finally became a favourite of one of the Suna councillors. In the run-up to Temari's
marriage to Shikamaru Nara, Suna Council fears that his children (who will be Konoha ninjas) will have a claim about Kazekage's position. To avoid this, they approach Kanku and try to convince him to marry and produce heirs. Kankuro deviated by insisting that it would not be appropriate for him to marry in front of Gaara, with which the
Council agreed. After Gaara agrees to an arranged marriage, Kankuro accompanies her to meet her future wife, Hakuto. Kankuro convinces Gaara to drink alcohol to help her relax. Kankuro makes fun of Gaara's displeasure, and Gaara is happy to have the opportunity to spend time with him. Kankur is responsible for ensuring the
security of the meeting, which the younger members of his team, such as Amagi, consider to be a misuse of Suna's limited resources. He tried to convince Amagi that meetings like these would fund Suna. Amagi disapproves of this and believes that Gaara - whom Amagi knows only as a politician - benefits unreservedly from their work.
Kankuro is embarrassed by Amagi's convictions. Just before the start of Gaara's meeting with Hakuto, Kanku and his men were reassigned. After the meeting, Hakuto is kidnapped and Gaara leaves alone to save her. While Gaara is gone, Kankuro is approached by Amagi and several other ninjas his age, ninja too young to have ever
seen Gaara in battle. They tell him about their plans to overthrow Gaara and replace him with Kankuro, who trained them all and therefore believe they are better qualified to lead Suna. Although Amagi and the others believe that it is their own idea, it is in fact tejur that was given to them by Maizuru. Kankuro agrees to accept their plan as
long as they promise not to kill Gaara or anyone else, which they are happy to do. organizes a false coup so that Tjur will believe that his own plans are being followed. Amagi and the other young ninjas are not informed of any and they are beginning to have doubts about the coup that they seem to be carrying out. Kankuro is relieved and
assures them not to worry. The images of their simulated coup d'etat are transmitted to the city, while elsewhere Baki locates and kills a group of the missing who were hired to kill Gaara. Once the false coup apparently ended, He ordered Maizuru to arrest Kankur and expel him from Suna. When Maizuru is confused, he explains that his
plan from the beginning was to remove Gaara and her family from Suna's affairs. The then installed Maizuru as Kazekage, which would be controlled behind the scenes. As it works as a confession, Kankuro removes his disguise from Maizuru and has Amagi taken him into custody. Knowing that he can't escape, he explains that he feared
being overtaken by young ninjas like Gaara and Kankur and that he wanted to extend his influence a little longer. He says that Kankuro will know what it is when people like Amagi surpass him one day, but Kankuro doesn't agree: he looks forward to that day. Kankuro and his men spent the rest of the night arresting the sympathizers of
T.J., purifying Suna of all those who conspired against Gaara. Although he is tired, he joins Temari in greeting Gaara on his return to the village. New Era At one point, Kankuo escorted Gaara to a five-kage summit in Konoha, where the subject of Kaguya 'tsutsuki was discussed. Fifteen years after the Fourth Shinobi World War, Kankuro
escorted Gaara to another summit in Kage in Konoha, where the two men visited Temari and Shikadai before attending the meeting. Versus Momoshiki Arc Main Articles: Boruto: Naruto the film and Versus Momoshiki Arc Kankuro accompanied Gaara on the last round of the Chunin exams in Konoha. Later, he helped the villagers get to
safety when Momoshiki and Kinshiki attacked the village. One-Tail Escort Arc Main Article: One-Tail Escort Arc In the anime, as Gaara and Sasuke Uchiha clashed with Urashiki 'tsutsuki, Kankur's joins Araya and Yodo to help their allies. Upon his arrival, Sasuke was deformed to another dimension by Urashiki, but Gaara was able to
temporally seal the enemy with the timely help and arrival of Shukaku. Subsequently, it was decided that Yodo and Araya would escort Gaara to Suna to treat his wounds, while Kankuo went with Shinki and Boruto to protect Shukaku in Konoha. During which Shukaku had deliberately sealed himself in a jar to remove his chakra. Kankuro
in front of Urashiki's puppets. Soon after, they found themselves engaged by four Urashiki puppets. Eager to give his team time to escape and see it as a fun challenge as a user of himself, Kankuro decided to face the puppets alone while Boruto and Shinki progressed with the tailed beast. Despite the Suna-nin's ability to hold Urashiki's
advances through his own puppets, Urashiki soon to dominate Kankur's efforts, prompting Kanku to use one last exploding effort of his puppets, taking three of Urashiki's puppets while the latter moved on. Kankuro was able to survive the explosion by protecting himself in another of his puppets. He was then found by Suna-nin and taken
back to the village for treatment. Shikamaru Shinden: A Cloud Dancing in Forlorn Falling Petals Main Article: Shikamaru Shinden: A Cloud Dancing in Forlorn Falling Petals Kankur and Gaara attended a Kage Summit in Konoha at hokage Building, during which the Kage bickered over matters concerning Konoha, which led Kurotsuchi to
demand konoha disclose all his confidential information as proof of village peace by the next summit , and said Iwagakure would leave the alliance of the Shinobi Five Countries if they did not. After that, the summit ended. Kawaki Arc Main Article: Kawaki Arc When Team 7 found a mysterious boy with ties to Kara, Naruto called for a Kage
summit, with Kankuro joining Gaara as his bodyguard. At the beginning of the discussions on the boy's fate, it was unanimously decided to treat the boy with sympathy because they were no strangers to children turned into weapons (i.e. Jinch-riki). It was also agreed for the boy to live with Naruto, who would look after him at all times. In
Other Media Movies Naruto the Movie: Legend of the Stone of Gelel Main Article: Naruto the Movie: Legend of the Stone of Gelel The film begins with Kankur and a battle that takes place at night on a desolate seaside beach between ninja Sunagakure and soldiers wearing voluminous armor suits. Despite their best efforts, Suna ninjas
are slowly overwhelmed by the strength of their mysterious opponents. The timely arrival of reinforcements, led by Kanku and Gaara, turn the tide, kankuro cutting a suit of armor with his puppet, and Gaara enlisting a large number of enemies with his signature Sand Waterfall Imperial Funeral. Fleeing the opponents, Suna's ninjas
immediately followed them. Kankuro tells them to stop because it will provoke another war, but they ignore it. Kankuro tells Gaara to shine a flare because it was too dark to see, however, when Gaara orders the Suna-nin to shine a flare on the retreating enemies, a large warship, is revealed with his own arsenal of weapons, making
kankur and the other ninja Suna surprised. Later, Naruto discovers Kankuro among a room full of unconscious children among all the rubble. Kankuro immediately attacked Temujin, explaining how the ship had wiped the villages of the Windland. Before they fight, they are interrupted by Kamira and the Ranke, whom Kanku and Gaara
face. Kamira uses a kind of mind control that seems to be genjutsu. Meanwhile, Kamira toys with Shikamaru as she flies around, he is unable to get a lock on her shadow. When he Kankuro landmark on the other side of the ruins, Shikamaru fills the entire area of lines with explosives (most of them are fake) so kamira can not fly. Just as
Kamira thinks he knows what's in store, Kankuro suddenly throws one of his puppets to trap her and kill her automatically. Shikamaru, Sakura and Kankuro all manage to recover the children from the machines, only so that the ruins begin to collapse. Everything is quiet because Shikamaru, Sakura, Kankuro and Gaara can only watch that
everything on the way to the void begins to be devoured. Naruto Shipponden the film: The Will of Fire Main Article: Naruto Shipp-den the film: The Will of Fire He appeared with other Suna-nin to face the Konoha-nin when a misunderstanding between Konohagakure came, but it was settled on Jiraya's account. Kankur video games is a
playable character in the following video games: While Kankur often relies on his puppets to fight, in some forms of media as in the Clash of Ninja games, he uses real taijutsu in tandem with his puppet techniques. Anecdote The name Kankur comes from Nakamura Kankur村勘九郎, which is a stage name used in a long line of Kabuki
actors dating back to the early 17th century. The last person to bear this name is Nakamura Kankur-V( 代⽬村勘九郎, Godaime Nakamura Kankur), who changed his stage name to the most prestigious Nakamura Kanzaburo XVII郎村勘⼋代⽬I in 2005. In more technical terms, the name Kankur can be translated into something like ninth
intuitive son. In addition to Kankur's kabuki make-up, the fact that he also uses puppets, as well as the black outfit and cap he wears, may be an allusion to the Bunraku, a Japanese puppet theatre. His whole character seems to be an allusion to the performing arts. One of Bunraku's most prominent artists is Kanjuro Kiritake III. Every time
Kankur appears in a new manga bow, he sports a new purple face paint design. This could be a blow to the Kabuki theatre, where face painting is often used. In the art of putting on makeup, each of the colors means something, purple representing nobility and nobility. In an omake, Temari said that if Kankuo continues to talk to his
puppets as if they were alive, friends would no longer hang out with him. Kankur was ranked as the 27th most popular character in Naruto's seventh and most recent character popularity poll. He placed 19th in the sixth poll. According to the databook:The hobby of Kankur is collecting puppets, and installing and upgrading the mechanisms
in them. Kankuro wants to fight with any other than Gaara. Kankur's favourite food is hamburger steak, while his least preferred food is spinach. Kankuro has completed a total of 43 official missions: 0 grade D, 9 gradeS C, 10 gradeS B, 23 gradeS A, 1 S. Kankur's favorite phrase is Never miss good opportunity (機 逸べ-Koki, from
bekarazu). Quotes (To Kiba on Sakon and Ukon) Since I've been underestimated so much, I can't leave right away. [24] (To Naruto) Don't feel bad. Women are always weak in the knees for the cool and elite type. [25] (To Gaara about Sasuke) Gaara... Don't bother... if he had been convinced, Naruto would not have failed. He's a criminal
now, a member of Akatsuki... he is not like you. [26] (To Omoi) How good or evil we carry out our ambush will have a huge impact on this war and how many victims we suffer. If you want to protect your friends and family, the only thing you should think about is how to make this operation a success! [27] (To Sasori) Sasori... your strength
came because of your soul, not in spite of that. You tried to erase it, to become a puppet yourself, but could not change completely. Now you have your immortal body, but you've fallen, sunk to the level of the puppets you controlled. You were supposed to be a first-class ninja puppeteer, not a worthless person who lets someone else pull
the strings. [28] (To Sasori) When a puppeteer lets someone else control him, it's over! I won't lose to you... or whoever controls you. If I have to control Sasori, I might as well control reality! ... Your techniques... and the puppets you've created never rot. As long as there is a successor who will take the spirit that inhabits them! [29] (To
Amagi) We leave politics to the daimy. That's the shinobi rule. If we prevent ourselves in politics, and drown in things like gold, alcohol, sex, then we will no longer be shinobi. [30] References - First Databook, pages 62-63 - Second Databook, pages 72-75 - Sho no Sho, page 7 - Third Databook, pages 68-69 - 5.0 5.1 Fourth Databook,
page 86 - Naruto chapter 547, page 3 - Naruto: Shipp-den episode 388 - 8.0 8.1 8.2 Naruto: Shipp-den episode 319 - Naruto chapter 254, pages 7-10 - Naruto chapter 270, page 4 - 11.0 1.1 Naruto : Shipp-den episode 451 - Hyo no Sho - 13.0 13.1 Naruto chapter 518, page 4 - Boruto, episode 122 - Naruto: Shipp-den episode 394 -
Naruto: Shipp-de episode 397 - Naruto: Shipp-de episode 398 - Naruto: Shipp-den episode 410 - Naruto: Naruto: Shipp-de episode 413 - Naruto: Shipp-de episode 280 - Naruto: Shipp : Shipp-den episode 340 - Naruto chapter 217, page 7 - Naruto chapter 280, page 4 - Naruto chapter 464, page 8 - Naruto chapter 517, pages 1-2 -
Naruto chapter 518, page 17 - Naruto chapter 519, page 1 - Gaara Hiden: A Sandstorm Mirage, Chapter 2
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